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The intent behind the conspiracy is to cripple and contain u.s. 
Labor Party organizing which successfully has focused the growing 
politicization of auto and other workers against the fascist NationaJ 
Employment Priorities Act, authored by Trilateral Commissioner Wood
cock's staff and sponsored by Trilateral Commissioner Senator t'7alter 
Hondale. The Labor Party crunpaigns especially have exposed massive 
in-plant drug, alcohol, and "troubled "Torker" brainwashing programs 
aimed at militants, which Noodcock has pioneered for Rockefeller, 
and Hoodcock's role in planning the Nov. 12 "coal s trike 'I to enginec:
industrial collapse. 

ITALIAN CP CHIEF AMENDOLA BACI{S 
ROCKEFELLER'S LINE FOR EUROPE 

Oct. 29 (IPS)--In a public speech Oct. 26, Giorgio Amendola, the 
Rockefeller agent in the Italian Communist Party (PCI) , called for 
making Europe into a "third force." 

This is precisely the strategy·outlined by the Rockefeller 
Trilateral Commission's secret meeting in Bellagio, Italy two "leeks 
ago. 

To make sure he would not be misunderstood, Amendola identified 
his demands as identical with a proposal by Altiero Spinelli. Spi
nelli, the Italian Cornmon Harkct Commission representative, is a CIA 
agent and fellow traveler in Trilateral circles. In his speech, 
Amendola also mouthed the fascist Zero-Growth line put forward by 
John D. Rockefeller III and he demanded an explicitly corporativist 
solution to the present economic crisis. 

Amendola's colleague in the Italian Communist Party's Central 
Committee, Gian Carlo Pajetta, called for a merger of the PCI with 
the infamous Second International in an interview in the PCI's week
ly Rinascita. Identified long ago by the Soviet Union as a bevy of 
agents, the Second International is now dominated by agents like 
United Auto Horkers President Leonard Noodcock and Austrian Chan
cellor Bruno Kreisky. Fresh from the Narsaw conference of European 
Communist Parties where he helped lead the implementation of a Chile
style "National Road to Socialism" turn, Pajetta elaborated on Amen

dola's plans to sell out Italy IS ,{'lorking class. Pajetta in the 
Rinascita interview dug up the Yalta I1emorandum, which infamous PCI 
leader Palmiro Togliatti issued from his deathbed. This memorandum 

. insists on the UNational Roads" theses "7hich successfully aided 
the spineless Togliatti in subverting the Italian revolution after 
No-rld War II. 

The situation, engineered by traitors in the PCI leadership, 
was summarized by the financial daily II Globo. Controlled by key 
Rockefeller operative Ugo La HaIfa, IlGlobo proclaimed that detente 
is dead because world communism is in-shatters. 
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